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General practitioners are key to
increasing Australia’s low rate
of breast reconstruction

Meagan Brennan, Kathy Flitcroft,
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IN AUSTRALIA, the rate of breast
reconstruction after mastectomy for breast
cancer has unacceptable variation between
socioeconomically and geographically
similar areas.1 While some centres offer
a full range of options and contemporary
best practice, others do not give women
information about options that should
be available for all. General practitioners
(GPs) have a key role to play by ensuring
their patients have the opportunity for an
informed discussion with multidisciplinary
teams (MDTs) that offer choice.
Breast cancer affects one in eight
Australian women,2 and approximately
40% will require or choose mastectomy
for treatment.3 It is estimated that
50% of women will take up the option
of breast reconstruction if it is given.4
Breast reconstruction has proven
quality-of-life benefits with no adverse
impact on locoregional recurrence or
survival.5 The lack of choice regarding
breast reconstruction is associated with
significant long-term psychological
distress; this has been reinforced by
recent Australian research.6 Despite
the perception by some that breast
reconstruction is cosmetic surgery, its
purpose is to reconstruct the body after
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ablative and disfiguring cancer surgery.
It should therefore be considered an
essential service, not an ‘optional add-on’.
The most recent estimate of Australia’s
rate of breast reconstruction is 17–18%.1,7
This rate is lower than that of similar
health systems such as the UK, for which
the rate is 23.3%.8 Some specialist
Australian centres that are committed
to offering breast reconstruction to all
suitable patients (both public and private)
have reported immediate reconstruction
rates of more than 40%, whereas
one-third of 104 metropolitan hospitals
that performed mastectomy in 2013 did
no breast reconstruction.1,9,10
The low overall national rate in
Australia suggests that there is a large
proportion of women who would be
interested in breast reconstruction who
are not given the option. Further evidence
for this lack of opportunity is supported
by a member survey by Breast Cancer
Network Australia, which found that many
women did not receive information about
breast reconstruction at the time of their
mastectomy, or that they had to initiate the
discussion and/or referral themselves.11
The lack of opportunity for breast
reconstruction can have a devastating
effect on women,6 and they are deprived
of the significant quality-of-life benefits
that reconstruction achieves for women
who feel it is right for them.12,13

Cancer Australia’s statement of best
practice specifically states that it is ‘not
appropriate to perform a mastectomy
without first discussing with the patient
the options of immediate or delayed breast
reconstruction’,3 and guidelines in the UK
also mandate a preoperative discussion
of all options, ‘whether or not they are
available locally’.14
Significant disparities exist. Women
are more likely to undergo breast
reconstruction if they are younger,
privately insured and treated in
metropolitan rather than rural or remote
areas.9,11 Some patients are unsuitable
for reconstruction because of tumour
factors or comorbidities; however, the
proportion is small.9 Satisfactory outcomes
from breast reconstruction combined
with adjuvant radiotherapy have been
reported,15 although some surgeons still
consider this to be a contraindication
to immediate reconstruction. Instead,
delayed reconstruction is offered, and
this may require years on a public waiting
list; by this time, often the patient has
treatment fatigue and does not have
reconstructive surgery at all. Other barriers
to reconstruction include cost (frequently
more than $10,000 out of pocket in the
private system) and lack of local expertise
in rural areas.11 A range of demarcation
issues between surgical oncologist/
oncoplastic surgeons and plastic surgeons
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have been identified; these act as a further
barrier to access when surgeons are
unsupportive of each other in a hospital
or are unwilling to refer to colleagues.16
A further challenge is that some referral
centres do not accept patients who reside
outside the area, which may limit the
options, especially for women in rural areas.
Many of the access barriers to breast
reconstruction are health systems issues
that are challenging to solve. There are,
however, some simple strategies that
GPs can use to maximise the chances of
their patients having the option of choice
(Box 1). Some of these include:
• mentioning the idea of breast
reconstruction to patients at the time of
diagnosis and first referral, if appropriate
and if the patient is able to absorb the
information at this early stage
• empowering the patient to ask questions
of her treatment team
• referring to an MDT that is able to offer
the full range of breast reconstruction
options, or one that is willing to refer
to another team if this is in the best
interest of the patient
• ensuring the patient has access to a
breast care nurse and to consumer
organisations.
In conclusion, not all women undergoing
mastectomy will desire or choose breast
reconstruction. The important issue,
however, is that all women have the
opportunity to make an informed choice.
The GP has a major role in appropriate
referral and empowerment of patients
to have an active role in their breast
cancer care.

Box 1. Encouraging informed choice about breast reconstruction: Strategies for
general practitioners
1. Start the conversation early

• At the time of diagnosis and initial referral, it may not be clear to the general practitioner (GP)
whether a patient will require mastectomy. A GP may be hesitant to discuss treatment
options because of concern about causing alarm or misleading the patient without having
all the information available.
• In this situation, a hypothetical discussion may still occur if the patient is able to absorb the
information at this early stage. For example: ‘Sometimes removal of the breast (mastectomy)
is needed for breast cancer treatment. If this happens, breast reconstruction (surgery to
recreate a breast shape) is possible for most women. Make sure you ask your treating
doctors about this if it is something that interests you’.
• This discussion will ensure that the patient has heard of reconstruction and will empower
the patient to ask questions. If the patient expresses an interest in this, it can be mentioned
in the referral letter simply by saying: ‘She would like to discuss breast reconstruction should
mastectomy be required’.
2. Refer to a multidisciplinary team (MDT) that includes an oncoplastic breast surgeon
and/or plastic surgeon

• A surgeon who performs breast reconstruction should be a core member of the breast MDT.
Some breast cancer surgeons perform implant-based breast reconstruction (oncoplastic
surgeons), and others will refer patients. Autologous flap reconstruction is almost always
performed by a plastic surgeon. The expertise for the full range of options should be
provided within the team, and surgeons must be willing to work together and inter-refer for
the benefit of the patient.
• The CanRefer website, run by the NSW Cancer Institute, provides a directory of
individual cancer specialists and MDTs in NSW and it is regularly validated and updated
(www.canrefer.org.au). Unfortunately, similar directories are not currently available in
other states and territories.
• By referring all patients to an MDT that includes expertise in breast reconstruction, GPs
will ensure that reconstruction is part of the discussion at diagnosis, before any surgery
is planned.
3. Continue the conversation

• Women often benefit from returning to their GPs to discuss the treatment plan after meeting
the surgeon and team. This allows the GP a further opportunity to ensure that breast
reconstruction has been considered as an option.
• The GP can discuss the plan with the team and advocate on the patient’s behalf by asking
whether reconstruction is an option.
• The GP can reassure the patient that a second opinion is to be encouraged when there is
uncertainty, and that a short delay to allow this will not change survival.
4. Refer for support
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• Breast care nurses are a valuable resource for women with newly diagnosed breast cancer.
They are now available throughout Australia, including in rural areas, as a result of significant
government and community support through the McGrath Foundation and local hospitals.
Breast care nurses can discuss the options with women, provide support throughout their
decision making and act as a liaison with larger cancer centres should a patient from a rural
area decide to travel for treatment.
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• Women can be encouraged to contact consumer support and information groups.
These include:
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– Breast Cancer Network Australia, www.bcna.org.au
– Cancer Council Connect, www.cancer.org.au
– Cancer Australia, https://breast-cancer.canceraustralia.gov.au
– McGrath Foundation, www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au
– Reclaim Your Curves, www.reclaimyourcurves.org.au
• Written information is available at all the websites above and can help to reinforce
the message.
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